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etab ele ,aniuqse amu amrofsnart ycuL odnauQ !haaaaeeeiiiaaaeeeiiiiaaaaa )o£Ã§Ãaunitnoc( trautS .sohlo so ednocse urG ... hhA Cast & Crewuser Reviewstriviain Um Happy Suburban Suburban surrounded by white picket fences with flowering rose bushes, sits a black house with a dead lawn. CAMERA POV A camera with nightvision is watching
them. Gru looks up and sees Eduardo standing there. INT: PARADISE MALL - DAY PULL BACK TO REVEAL that Gru is inside a GARBAGE CAN DISGUISE. And by everything of course I mean...nothing. Agnes looks scared. This activates a booby-trapped totem pole, which halves Gru's sombrero with a spear. please! Please, I am begging you.
DESPICABLE ME 2 CINCO & KEN DRAFT 92. Then realizes that the rocket is still careening toward the volcano. She pushes a button on her remote and Gru, with a starfish attached to his head, is ejected from the trunk. FLOYD I'd hardly call it a trinket, Mr. Gru. The painted yellow minions are very nervous. Sometimes I stare at it and imagine a
little chick popping out. She runs off again to join her friends. Then the platform the car is on lowers down. EDITH Can I be the first to say...Ewwww! Agnes grabs Edith and shakes her. Uh-oh. EXT: GRU'S HOUSE - NIGHT The shadow of a mysterious figure approaches Gru's front door. Clearly suspicious. The yard is decorated with pink balloons and
streamers, and a BOUNCY HOUSE shaped like a castle. Gru looks down and sees Eduardo's chicken glaring at him. MARGO Yes, it's for his own good. The lair is a massive villainous complex that looks a lot like hell. As they balance on one leg he pushes them all and they all fall over. Frowns angrily. He pauses at the tile floor. Quickly Lucy presses
another button on her watch which fires a MINI-DART GUN at Shannon. The BIGSCREEN TV BEEPS. We pan to Dave mimicking Gru with a pair of sunglasses. LUCY Oh, hey Gru! Turns out you were right about the whole El Macho thing, huh? EXT: RESTAURANT - NIGHT Establishing. TOM AND STUART Boss! DESPICABLE ME 2 CINCO & KEN
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NOINIM DIAM HCNERF ELPRUP .smra sih sevaw urG !kcitspil on gnittup s'eH ? .tleb royevnoc a no yb gnissap sraj yllej otni detcejni si ti erehw eloh egral a nwod dehsulf si tiurf dehsam eht fo lla nehT .ti sbarg eH to to some others. DESPICABLE ME 2 CINCO & KEN DRAFT 72. POLLITO Boc! EDUARDO Who would do this to such a sweet little
chicken? --a FLAMETHROWER shoots fire at the purple minion, but he's completely unharmed. DESPICABLE ME 2 CINCO & KEN DRAFT 98. He slowly sits up-- --and sees hundreds of minions partying! This is where all the abducted minions were taken! There are minions sitting at a Tiki bar, being tended by a bartender minion... SILAS That's
enough, Agent Wilde. What is it? Then the entire family boogies across the dance floor, including Dr. Nefario and Gru's Mom. LUCY (O.S.) How're they working? The trapped Minion is injected into one of the jars. The minions and the girls start jumping from the ship. Gru and the Minions smile, impressed. AGNES It's really smooth. Dave drinks from
the bottle. So somehow, in spite of your incompetence, we solved this one. GRU (CONT'D) Whoa... He knows you're working for the AVL. (beat) I'm going to find Lucy. He pours the antidote into the vat. The music continues and Eduardo dances across the floor and out into the mall where he grabs a passing SHOPPER and pulls her into the restaurant.
GRU (dazed) Ugh... Gru covers a smeared yellow spot with purple paint. And looking extremely uncomfortable. Lucy reacts, shakes her head, and now the picture is just a regular airline pilot in the cockpit. Ready to chomp. Gru puts them on and looks around the kitchen. FLOYD Here you are! Look at me! Focus! LUCY (in headphones) Gru? GRU Yes,
that's good, because I'm telling you--if anybody in this place has the PX-41 serum... LUCY (CONT'D) Oh! The chicken regroups, CLUCKS, and attacks. EXT: HILLSIDE - MOMENTS LATER A minion poses Gru, Lucy, and the girls for a formal picture. EDITH So when ya goin' on your date? AGNES and several other LITTLE GIRLS slide down a slide. Still
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shades of Toy's final history and therefore probably most suitable for smaller children. Uh ... Despicable Me 2 Five & Ken Draft 58. She has an idea. -He pass a postman and give him five. STUART STOPA! Stopa !! A Silãncio comes on the minions. Gru pushes the hips to the painting. (Cleans her throat, all the business) sorry, you will have to come
with me. Margo and it is time for you to get out. (Beat) I mean, I'm happy to create an evil extent to destroy the world, but no one moves with my Famãlia. Now we see the room from your x-ray point of view. But when he approaches, he rises, revealing Agnes. Lucy (O.S.) Ei, Gru. Int: Bake my day - the same Gru and Lucy are next to each other under
a wide -mashed wide -wide wide. Dave looks at Lucy. She gives her lines. FLOYD (O.S.) (laughs) well -vasting to the Eagle Hair Club. He picks up her mother and takes her out of the screen before returning to the frame and trigger the freezing radius in Antonio. Despicable Me 2 Five & Ken Draft 94. What is PX-41, you question? But she does not
notice. Gru looks at Agnes. Int: Restaurant - The same Shannon sit at a table talking to GRU, which is off screen. Gru Oh! Girls! What are you doing here? EXT: Composed of El Macho - Day the yard is now full of rocket ships. Gru they never found the body. Evil Minion, Kevin knocks on the glass door. He is surprised by this. Jerry Oh! Int: Living Room
- Later, Jerry puts the T -shirt and the ball in his mouth while Kevin stays in a cran, preparing for a blow. Enter a little girl gets her mother and talks to a Lisp. Margo Oh! GRU, if Llama Antonio. Adjusted, it is Lucy. EXT: Sky - Day to 747 Jets through the Without escaping, Gru and the minions come up to a tower to reach the top-in alley without
leaving. Famãlia is complete. GRU Yes. Despicable Me 2 Five & Ken Draft 51. Too late. Kevin and French maid Minion With father! And then a giant device appears, looking like a huge and frightening municipal needle full of ovon mu ietieca :oicnºÃna o arap aroga ,otnorP )D'TNOC( URG .18 TFARD NEK & OCNIC 2 EM LEVÃCIPSED .ahcef atrop a e
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mev rosivrepus ueS .SKWAUQS Ã .sodanoxiapa o£Ãtse o£Ãn sele ,sebaS )etnemasovren odnasir( !o£ÃN .samelborp suem ratnerfne ed zev me omoc ue sezev s Ã e secod ed atief ©Ã asac ahnim euqroP URG .odiuqÃl I probably shouldn't be saying this, but your work as a villain was amazing, so if you want to do something incredible again, give us a
call. Tonight. I'll never see her again. Gru then takes his upper hand and begins to suffocate Antonio and shake him. DESPICAL ME 2 CINCO & KEN DRAFT 24. STUART (CONT'D) Woooo! TOM Ooooh! Everything's good until you go through a line of clothes and a sheet gets stuck in Stuart. I'm sorry, honey, we have to go. C'mon! Hurry! ♪ Whoa!
Edith plays ping-pong with minions using nun-chucks like Bruce Lee. GRU Yes, well, she's a crazy woman. TITLE CARD: 147 DATES LATER... GRU Oh, attitude! That's it! Thank you, but no thanks. GRU Huh. INT: GIRLS BEDROOM - RIGHT Gru enters and pushes the girls to their beds as a tour guide eager to finish a tour. Agnes has the goal. Stuart
sees the ice-cream truck and points to it, excited. Gru makes the gesture of "zip your lips". Lucy's confused. Hey... never grow old. What... what? Stuart LAUGHS for him. EXT: DAY Four minions, dressed in matching suits, begin singing "I Swear" from an All-One, pronounced "Underwear" in Minionese. He SIGHS. They fly to the night sky. He's got
two big jelly guns in his hands. Let's celebrate. Little Gru is left alone. The head is stuck in the doors swinging the way out. MARGO You're so funny. MARGO has a problem! EDITH and they go for a day! Gru looks at them. EDUARDO I got you! BAM! Edward is knocked unconscious by Lucy's car. He'll take her away. Silas travels photos of the mall
owners. EXT: SHANNON HOUSE - LATER Gru and Lucy sit in the front steps of Shannon's house. Hooo... Tell me about it. The biggest villain in the world has just faced its biggest challenge: three girls called Margo (Miranda Cosgrove), Edith (Dana Gaier) and Agnes (Elsie Fisher). Sorry, sir. El Macho arap arap sohnup sues etab e euq ©Ãta ,enofelet
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esseretni ohnet o£Ãn ue -³Ãs uE !srekob ©Ã ossi ,o£ÃN !?serehluM ?euq O .ycuL ed o£Ã§Ãneta a ramahc atnet odrob ed air¡Ãssimoc A .sovitruf sajnin somoS )sorrussus( urG .adiv aus arap atlas osufnoc rodacsep mU .sele erbos odut rebas atnoc ahnim ad o§Ãaf ue ,oifased ed moc ©Ã euq gnippohs o arap adum es m©Ãugla odnauQ )sosir( dyolF .ega
o£Ãliv mu omoc ,asnep o£Ãliv mu omoc ebas ªÃcov ,o£Ãliv-xe omoC .etnemergela ir elE !levÃrroh ioF !OÃN URG .ajnin adapse aus odna§Ãnalab ,htidE mE .etnerefid adagerpme ed apuor amu odnasu ahnimac oiacal ortuO ?ocnab mu rabuoR .o£Ã§Ãartsurf me agnumser dyolF .hsirebbiG noiniM laM me ednopser elE .o£Ãcluv on ahlugrem ele otnauqne
aruges so e setenifla so axup ,satsoc sad s¡Ãrt rop sadanarg saud axup elE .urG arap ahlO .etnahlirb odanoicatse orrac mu me o£Ãxelfer airp³Ãrp aus ed odem moc ¡Ãtse elE .marof es soiacal so e etnemavon agilsed elE .emiadna mu me e amrofatalp ad urG odnaburred e oleg o odnarbeuq ,o£Ãhc AGH! I hate you! It produces a launch and burns the
phone. Enter he looks through the corridor and a lady who looks like and sounds like Gru, talking to another man who looks like GRU. Tied to a shark with two hundred and fifty pounds of dynamite tied to it. Fire and washes flying around you. GRU AHH! OOOF! Lucy What are you wrong? El male oh no! What is happening to my minions? It flexes and
makes wave. El male a push of this button and I send this rocket directly to the same volcano where I stained my death. Yea? Edith leans over the sofa, looking. EXT: GRU DE GRU - Later, the vault moves forward and for the slope alone. Ext: Restaurant - Night Gru and Lucy carry an unconscious Shannon out of the restaurant. this face. He leaves and
he hides in a plant in nearby vases. Right Lucy. Gru (continues) hmm, you usually do not see that in rabbits. FSSSSSSHT! The foam hardens instantly on a glass ball around the chicken. Int: Avião - The same Lucy sit alone and looks out the window. Edith Aw let's go, it's fun. Kevin Oh ... Lucy Oh, and uh, just between you and me? She coughs. At the
top of Gru's house, the minions struggle to lower it on a rope. Tom ("Stroke!") Mack-oh! Mack-oh! Mack-oh! Int: Gru - Night Gru House carries a sleeping Agnes upstairs. Nefario (continues) this may take a while. The girls sit down his table. Gru (continues) ah! Hurts! Ah! Stop! GRU kicks the helmet of the lacque and chases it with a spatula, sending
it to the party shaking its maã. Nefario olão, GRU! Gru Hey, hey! Good job, Dr. Nefario! GRU jumps to the ship. Meanwhile, Jerry approaches the popsicle linen with two bananas. Gru yes, but there has been a new development, and I'm telling you, this one is the guy. A fight occurs in which they use medieval weapons in each other. He makes a
disgusted face and then tries a smile. Jillian GRU! It's jillian! Gru pretends to shoot himself. "I would like" I would like to The spael nekcihc eht ,ylnedduS .gnipmub peek seson rieht tub ,sik rieht tpmetta yeht dna ycuL spid urG .dnuorgyalp loohcs eht no URG ELTTIL ot kcab hsalf eW YAD A .esolc erew ew yas t'ndluow I .dad nuf a er'uoy teb I .yug sihT
)urG ot stniop( ?olleH ).S.O .wot ni slrig rehto eht htiw reh sehcaorppa urG !ograM URG ?ereh ni toh ti sI .snoinim deifirret eht pu gnithgil ,evoba morf nwod semoc THGILTOPS A --litnu thgif pals ot trats yehT ...enif ,eniF URG .derettahs smaerd dna sepoh reh llA .ecaf eht ni mih gnittih yllatnedicca ,potpal eht noiniM a sdnah urG !rev ELBACIPSED I'm sorry. NOINIM ELPRUP otni SHPROM nehT .KCILC .oinotnA retfa snur dna snrut ehS !eyB .taes reh ot denruter sah nonnahS .guh puorg eht sehctaw ycuL .mottoB MOT ...dab ytterp s'ti ,mmmM .pu nekcihc eht spoocs odraud E .sengA yb desrabme,ycuL ot revo kcab sdaeh urG .02 TFARD NEK & OCNIC 2 in ELBACIPSED !ananab EM! NOINIM
ROSIVREPUS.94 TFARD NEK & OCNIC 2 in ELBACIPSED .htuom sih ni giw eht htiw gab eht gniyrrac ,moor eht sretne elyK !siht fo tuo gnitteg er'uoy yaw on s'ereh , er'uoy wonk I ). LAEVER OT KCAB LLUP "?etad a no tuo og ot-ot ekilair and pooadas in gru, beaking his bald head. Girls, lucy. despicable me 2 five & ken draft 15. I don't even have a
mother. a signal reading, the jam test area "was rushed with a nuclear warning signal. margo sees it and intervenes quickly. is there something I can do to help? she changes to pushups of an arm. kevin looks and sees and sees the minion of the French maid tied a chair nearby. he is in el male's, whispering and looking anxiously around him under a
table. the screens at the headquarters of the avl. I wanted to give it to you. edith hai! gru margo- when gru turns to margo, he sees that she is holding hands the antonio, face to face, almost close enough to kiss. He turns around, but the lackey that stole the banana hid it in his mouth. I was just gonna get a cookie. Lucy-it will make a sound so-meemo-mee-mee-mo !!! gru (sibling) ok! understand! understand! air club. The lackeys lively catch the recipe and go to the kitchen. back to the fountain and almost falls into it. a fountain to vomit water and under its open steel doors from the ground. I hope you can sleep at night, your girls' dream grinder!!! gru hits the phone with its spatula and turns
off. gru leaves, passing by edith and margo. dave rises in a lost box and speaks meaningless in the intercom. now he is an indestructible and irrational killing machine! kevin blah! el male just watch it! he then presses a button. gru is horrified. despicable me 2 five & ken draft 60. gru oh! gru and lucy quickly hide their equipment, look up and see
eduardo perez on the door. lucy produces a pair of high-tech glasses. int: restaurant - even eduardo, carrying chicken,your way to the kitchen. Silas Floyd Eaglesan! Our agents located a secret room in your store last night, and UH discovered it! He snapped his fingers and a AVL agent delivers him a metal container in a Ziploc bag. You have ... inside
the dome of the lamp, Gru and Lucy are uncomfortable together, looking at a video screen. Gru Lucy, these are my girls, Margo, Edith and Agnes. Gru (V.O.) He had a reputation for making robberies using only his own hands. It's so cool... those are Fred's. The confused woman can take the ride while Eduardo spins and dances all over the floor. GRU
(continued) Run! They're running. Despicable Me 2 Five & Ken Draft 34. (not convincingly) Yay! El Macho calls Gru, branding a remote control. Gru looks at your old friend. Could he be... falling in love? You just had the worst date of all time. Margo and Agnes sit on the sofa with a laptop. Gru (continued) (nerve) haha. Gru High-pes Donnie when he
approaches Dr. Nefario. Why not? Woosh! Someone jumps, turning like a tornado, then lands in the middle of the restaurant with a flowering. It is the appearance of a broken heart. Ext: Street - Day - Flashback El Macho Headts an armored truck and approaches the passenger side window. His head reaches the correct tile, and the Mayan passage
opens. Gru appears the light and leaves the room. Gru Yes, but... well, she's moving away. Silas (continued) is empty, but we found traces of the PX-41 serum in it. Edith pursues Kevin, who has the wig in his mouth. The lackeys shake as they climb the dull stairs. It's a boy. He breaks all the glass in the room, including the glass in Malnion Kevin's
glasses. INT: Mall - Day Close on the giant cupcake at the top of the cupcake store. Lucy (in headphones) without serum. Your eyes are watering (and not just the smell). Pollito? Shannon I mean, obviously,No, but would you consider that? We go back to the wedding cake and then to Gru and Lucy Lucy.Ppetlell, tuagt tub tu , Ash - -lame -Mlame sabɔ
sabɔ kóe kabɔ kóe mmediate. , of the saljor for Eybal tuba ?eucudeed in the salm . .M is the mbkocker yk t time A't al Kojo NN ) Peace soctuctu , supem , , lames tabɔmeme tabɔ kome , lamee tumek. Pot tote down and immediately . Nioouoou's no m rao -ezo subase subagubagubaszer kuban mbbacks. Si's rusoo hal Plaugu Boguany .. .Ma .M & kuadad .
GO ARE HO HO HO HO AND ETHER NOMAMOM FOOLD ON ANPR AN ANPRY. It was a suct tuctu tall tugu . 4thuuguogs yobsobón ymbates mberobate mberobates There is Eyaving . Tive Tyo Tillims Youoo . . .Malm . .Bal yobɔba . .Balmbbacy , Quane ) mume . Martsets, two , from plaketux . .,uade ,ubane ,uo sabɔba , lames Ponsartomt-Ask suket - Wy - Qubɔ: .. .M Yo hɔ hɔ hɛck does Hm ... Who is you? Listen, Lucy ... We can not get out of this life, so I have to ask you a question. Suturing swords of Mexican foods everywhere. Shoot me. Both trigger rockets in the air to create artificial fires and are about to kiss when ... Gru (V.O.) Dave ... What is that?! GRU enters Famãlia's room. -He joins a
group of Old Ladies doing Tai Chi. The gate opens and prayed minions of purple grinding on. They are crazy. Antonio ã “Fixes. Silas Hilarious. Gru Smooth, I was thinking if you ... GRU can and touches the shoulder with the finger of the pointer. Bake My Day - Day Lucy looks at GRU, confused. On the other side of the Patio, GRU is busy grilling
Hambãº Ragueres and talking on the phone. Seeing something off screen, Gru Gasps. Antonio takes Margo's mother and spins her all over the squeak. ENGY ... ONE. Oh! One of the totems throws him darts, piercing his nose. Ting-a-Ling! Lucy points to the bell. Armed with his arsenal of shrinks, frozen rays, and ready -made battle to the Earth and
the Air, he plundered all those who are on his way. Once you are sure the coast is clear, Gru calls down. GRU WOW! That was ... another thing. Fortunately, I don't know. GRU (CONTE'D) I can do this. He delivers a pot to a minion, who tries. There is one thing that I have meaning to talk to you for some time. Margo gets up. And a legally
entrepreneur. GRU takes off its wallet. A hatch opens and Lucy's car enters. GRU takes a basket out of the coat. Margo How is the celebrity? Stay in the middle of the entrance of the lair Nefario. She gets up at the table. Gru Screams, which Lucy for Scream and jumping up, beating his head in one of the shelves, sending all the cupcakes flying. Girls,
let's go. Int: Bake My Day - Day Back is true, where Dave is looking at Lucy, Lorestruck. Girl don't even think. An Ice Cream Truck makes its way down the street (playing the enO !ti tegrof,on-oN URG .eson ytniop sih no csid gninnips eht gnicnalab ,SDIK EGELLOC fo hcnub a htiw eebsirf etamitlu syalp eh-- .dekciw sgniht lla ni sthgiled urG .snworf
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tseb eht si siht SENGA .ti selddarts eH .elomacaug htiw dellif mir eht htiw daeh sih no orerbmos pihc allitrot a secolp dna yb sklaw ? S .ohcaM lE ,revo s'tI URG ...ylbaborp...haey...hU URG .urG fo ngis on llits tub ,hguorht ti sekam ehS !yrros ,spoO YCULnekcihc taht etah yllaer I )D'TNOC( URG .reip eh tI .emit lla fo ytrap oyaM ed ocniC nuf dna
etarobale tsom eht rof pu tes era sdnuorg ehT ?oirafeN .rD ,hctab s'yadot s'woh ,oS )D'TNOC( URG .tuo sllac dnamir secog eH .mih dnuora mra sih stup odraudE ?gniod uoy was tahW )D'TNOC( URG .YNNEP a sessot ehS .SHGIS urG !nuf evah og woN )llam ot stniop( !reh ekil snow t'nod I .snac eht fo eno morf pu spop TAC a sa MAERCS yrreJ dna
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ohw wonk t'nod I )D'TNOC(URG .snoinim live eht no citsillab enog sah urG ,elihwnaeM .)reilrae gnignis erew snoinim1%! I'm in! I think what it is. You hear that. lucy jumps, trying to save the situation. She reacts. the scaffolding tips. they let go of the rope and the crane rocks wildly, crushing the wall of the house and falling on the ground. Good
night, agnes. They'll come back. - an atomic bomb falls on him, but he swallowed it and explodes harmlessly in his belly. the camera moves to mum's the word floral shop and hedda blumentoft. agnes (gaps) is the fairy princess! She's coming! jams and gelatines. She sighs. what closes and the truck goes away. ext: backyard - later a hand painted piece
of cardboard reading "the magic show" is placed on a easel. gru (cont'd) we have to review the number of vacation days you have. You'll like this. I know someone whose husband just died! splash! Suddenly jillian is sprayed in the face with water. and on the next plate he sees the head of lucy. Bye. the girls run, but they come back quickly to hug the
crane. as if in cue, music starts playing and everyone starts dancing together. I'll be fine. when the minions arrive, one of them tries to play with the radio until lucy hits his hand. Unfortunately, the crane does not see the escalator in front and falls down the moving stairs. I know it's you, gru. Then go back to the phone. the leaf forms a parasail that
lifts stuart in the air. lucy sees the emotion in your side view mirror and hits the brakes. and oando um wig RED-HAIRED. while the fish passes the minions look ahead to see a shark going to them with their mouth open. We're not interested. the reading of the binoculars says: "tention! not. Augusts further, you love her. then comes to a nervous hand
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!HCEEERCS YAD - YAWEVIRD crashes through the window and lands in the family room surrounded by shattered glass and tangled up in the curtain. DESPICABLE ME 2 CINCO & KEN DRAFT 16. ANTONIO Hello, Mr. Gru. (cradling Pollito) He had a rough night. Dave SCREAMS. EDITH Work, what kind of work? They finally manage to kiss and the
crowd CHEERS. NEFARIO Woo-hoo! El Macho eagerly awaits Gru's reply. And then an UMBRELLA approaches him. Eduardo turns and leaves. Two kids in the background are on a see-saw made of bombs. AGNES But you said you'd help me practice my part for the Mother's Day show! Gru looks down at Agnes' puppy dog eyes. Unbeknownst to the
neighbors, hidden beneath this house is a vast secret hideout. DESPICABLE ME 2 CINCO & KEN DRAFT 31. GRU Alright, alright, homework done, pajamas on, teeth brushed, time for bed. GRU Oh! Kevin? INT: LAB - DAY Gru rides the elevator tube down to his lab, passing minions in various stages of jelly making. But before Gru takes a step, Lucy
stops him. I'm fine. GRU (CONT'D) Totally in! The doors close and Gru is gone. AGNES Okay. Kevin and Jerry sing them a lullaby. Quickly. DESPICABLE ME 2 CINCO & KEN DRAFT 64. GRU (CONT'D) (in falsetto) It is I, Gru...zinkerbell! The most magical fairy princess of all! And I am here to wish Princess Agnes a very happy birthday! Gru sprinkles
the girls with glitter and they continue to stare, frozen. And then to Kevin dressed in an Amish beard and tie. On the screen is a DATING WEBSITE (CREATE-A-DATE.NET)--the girls are creating a profile for Gru. Nefario produces a VIAL filled with YELLOW LIQUID. As they reach the bottom, Gru and Lucy realize the minions are about to go up the
other one! GRU Over here, over here! Over... GRU (CONT'D) Oh, Lucy! LUCY Gru! DESPICABLE ME 2 CINCO & KEN DRAFT 99. There are no rules, SeÃ±Âor! It's Cinco De Mayo! (to girls) Come on! They're starting the dance! He grabs Margo's hand and takes off. EXT: OCEAN - NIGHT Gru exits the AVL which he now sees is on a SUBMARINE. The
screen shows FOOTAGE of a TINY LITTLE BUNNY in a scientific lab. VOICE (O.S.) Mr. Gru? While he SPEAKS IN RUSSIAN and does a celebratory dance, the coins fly up into the air. AGNES Eat jelly, you purple freaks! Waaaaah! DESPICABLE ME 2 CINCO & KEN DRAFT 95. Then turns to the minions. GRU Ha, ha, ha! Kids...right? LUCY (CONT'D)
Lipstick Taser! Oh, it works so good. MARGO Well, we thought we'd come visit you at work. Antonio, why don't you invite your girlfriend and her family to our Cinco de Mayo party? Sees the chicken in the ball of cement. GRU Up that tree! Hurry, hurry! They climb a tree up to the roof of the house, only to be pursued by more minions up there. INT:
SHOPPING MALL - DAY Gru continues happily dancing through the mall on his way to the cupcake shop. A single apple is passed down a line of Minions in the least efficient way possible. The minions CHEER, firing their jelly guns into the air. INT: MALL - SAME Gru comes down the escalator wearing the sunglasses, with the three disguised Minions
behind him. GRU (CONT'D) (satisfied) Ah. RIIIIIING !!! The FIRE ALARM goes off. And then sees Pollito has walked over to the remote. DESPICABLE ME 2 CINCO & KEN DRAFT 12. The girls exchange looks. GRU Dr. Nefario! Come on, you're kidding, right? GRU Oh, I don't--I don't think so, sweetheart. Or vaporize Mt. Fuji? GRU Earth to Dave! You
can leave now. GRU (V.O.) Ah, but sadly, like all the greats, El Macho was gone too soon. The Boy does a bunch of fancy moves. GRU (skeptically) Bah... Just whoosh. Hello, are you...? Only this time--it's for real! GRU (horrified) No! Dave swoops in on a rope and grabs the remote, Tarzan- style... He looks to the minion at the coffee table. GRU (O.S.)
Now, what do we got? EXT: SUBURBAN STREET - LATER Gru and Lucy get in her car. MINIONS Gelato! Gelato! Gelato! Stuart pushes himself to the top of the unruly pack and tries to maintain order. I'm so much fun. Thank you. the man seems confused and tries again. ext: gru house - day the vehicle enters the garage. one accidentally hits another
with his sword. kevin blah! ext: the house of el male - the same edith drops a pi ± ata down with a stick and then hits it. girl andwww! gru touched smooth! gru touched smooth! the other girls turn and scream, horrified. binoculars pov floyd eaglesan try to attract a client to visit their business, the eagle hair club. are you praying a wig? edith and
agnes follow. dr. nefario gets his head. click! a malignant lacquer appears and photographs the last photo! minion blaaaah of evil! the end back to imsdb he smiles. antonio (laughs) you are a funny man. gru baby I just did a boom. lucy acts fast and press a button on the watch, squirting foam in chicken. they try to dislodge her and accidentally end up
playing her head on a lamp pole. despicable me 2 five & ken draft 42. I didn't see you there. Looks like she's crying. looked like the sparkling sounds of the magic fairy dust. (beat) and now you are going to Australia? Edith I can be the first to say-wwww! the minions finish the music. lucy those girls totally love you. teeth found out. lucy turns to gru.
dave mocha! despicable me 2 five & ken draft 26. a watchtower guard screams. despicable me 2 five & ken draft 90. he stops and some children run to find him. Come on, stay focused here! the dark lackeys. gru oh, sorry, I-frozen ray! despicable me 2 five & ken draft 9. we are at the wedding reception of gru and lucy. How does he get out of it? gru,
okay, that's not helping. int: parsley and eduardo parsley - later, lucy kicks the door. eduardo (continue) my eyes! he rubs his eyes, dropping the chicken and breaking his casing. gru (continued) oh, how about this awesome trinkets? some minions softens fruit omoc omoc a§Ãebac an saturf ed etnom mu etsev mU ."ycuL oma ue" ala stav sednarg
Miranda and sings the chiquita banana music. antonio reappears and kicks gru in the groin behind. despicable me 2 five & ken draft 11. Those guys captured me. You're bald. the Russian guard 1 laughs and drags the pile of coins. antonio (O.S.) ... and my dream is to play video game to live. despicable me 2 five & ken draft 76. it is incredibly rare to
see a single father depicted in such a positive light. gru (V.O.) he died as macho as possible. int: mall mall - day gru, edith and agnes running through the mall. Okay, just because everyone hates it doesn't mean it's not good. el male `scuse me? gru turns and sees eduardo dressed in the old wrestling clothes of the male, as we saw in the flashback.
eduardo you are right, huevo head! they should know better. they seek her among them, weekend in the style of bernie. but do you want to melt the polar ice caps? gru just looks at him. the needle comes towards the French maid. and you are? tom and stuart Hi-Yah!! lucy propagates them and they faint. gru, but could not be ... see a rabbit cupcake
on a glass cake dish. despicable me 2 five & ken draft 4. margo wow. dave dives out of the way. Does he have lucy? is agnes stealing? The cherry on the giant cupcake turns, revealing a hidden camera inside. gru runs toward the rocket. Here come the purple lackeys. gru oh! the rabbit attacks the technician, then the camera ... and the movie is over.
Why what is fun without the rules? Edith wooooo! Yeeeaaahhh! the male witnesses his evil lackeys being converted back to regulars. You're so complicated. He spreads it again. gru (continue) the serum is here! lucy ooh, so let's understand! it produces a secure cracking device and puts it on the combined wheel. gru and lucy crash in the air. jillian
(calling after gru) all right, all right. ready to greet the day. it falls. ,kO )o£Ã§Ãaunitnoc( ograM .05 tfarD neK & ocniC 2 eM elbacipseD !urG ,eyB sengA !uahcT .opmil oduT .arienam assed ratlov massop o£Ãn euq arap erovr¡Ã a mararoved lam od soiacal so E .otropmi em o£Ãn ue urG .oidlab onerret od oiem on acif odapraf emara ed sacrec rop
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,urG !essid em sanepa elE !miS memoh memoh mu etneper ed VOP soluc³Ãnib -rezaf euq o ,meb odut urG .otof amu rehlocse The garbage can with a cup of steaming coffee. Gru is incredibly relieved. The Russian Guard 1 stops dancing and sees the coins gone. I'm not afraid of women... Gru Hello, Lucy, how are you...? Gru what? The lacquer opens
the door to see who it is. What couldn't it be? Shoot Gru. I'd say you're a despicable father if you don't take your children to see him immediately. Dawsonmckay-780-71082JUL 2, 2010 Be detailed ticketing information about imdbProsuggest and edit or add missing content You don't have recently viewed pages I 2 Written by Cinco Paul and Ken
Daurio Ext: Arctic Circle - Day Neve and Ice as far as the eyes can see. Agnes there she goes! INT: Salsa e salsa de Eduardo - The Gru day goes in to see Margo and Antonio sitting together at the bottom of the restaurant together. EXT: The house of El Macho - later Gru rises the road leading to the house of El Macho. INT: Gru Laboratory - The same
Margo and Agnes find the lab to find half a dozen lackeys. Title card: Secret Research Laboratory. It's... Gru screams hysterically, but Lucy just hits a button and the car turns into a jet. Lucy turns the page. He grieves and then they scream and mount themselves by Agnes. GRU All right, here's the recipe of cupcake I got off the internet. As soon as
the door closes- Gru (sussurre) El Macho. Lucy ei. He washes the engine and he starts flying away. She goes to karate to cut the chicken, but he flies and hits Gru's face. Nefario, I put an antidote in jelly. But hey, maybe you can find something with those X-ray glasses. Listening to the name, Tom and Stuart start laughing. CLICK! Another image adds
even more lackeys to the group. Agnes clearly has something in his mind. Then he jumps out of the room, dancing with a lackey in the kitchen. INT: Tunnel - The doors of the day elevator open revealing the underground lair of El Macho. Plip. Despicable Me 2 Five & Ken ovon ovon ues uos uE .o£Ãn euq ohca ,urG .56 He is wearing handcuffs and
being led in Spear Point by Dave and Stuart, who were painted purple to look like evil minions. He takes Kyle and puts him next to the bush of his neighbor. They look at Gru and his suspicious captors. Gru jumps from the ship to the roof El Macho is on. - He's "ar" drums with two bucket drummers in half-wire. Despicable Me 2 Five & Ken Draft 39.
Gru no, thanks. For example, he never mentioned ... that you two were working for the anti-villain league!!! Suddenly, El Macho turns Pollito, revealing that he has his AVL credentials on his beak. He passes through Edward's parsley and parsley. Then a nun, with whom he beats in herons. Gru, Dave and Stuart need to walk to the house surrounded
on all sides by purple minions of evil. Gru tries to gather the girls, but Eduardo prevents him, pushing Antonio and Margo closer. BAM! The volcano continues to explode. The crowd goes "Awwwwww". Agnes and Lucy spin in a hug. So Margo enters using a suit of armor and wielding a sword. Sit down, relieved. Gru kicks Stuart, who is still reeling in
the plant in pots. No response. Really. Huh? Great gru. Lucy (continued), recently, a secret entire laboratory disappeared from the Arctic circle. Be crazy. Tom and Stuart exchange horrified looks. Cans start shaking. Several lackeys in the fire department come in. INT: Habitat de Minion Beach - Day The Sinions enjoy another day on the beach. To the
doctor. Nefario for his years of service. Edith So Eduardo is really El Macho? I was-- Shannon I know someone who can fix that for you. Gru hides behind and spies a crack at the door. Gru, I mean, yes! Yeah. The lackeys appear on the rowboat. Gru approaches Silas. Insulted, she turns, sees the man with coffee and gives him a slap on his face. He
helps her come back. Edward (continued) What do you think? Where did it go?reach the top, they take left and start starting in cents around the porch. Gru uh ... oooh ... you ... do it? Gru, Margo and Edith join Agnes and Lucy in a group embracing. GRU is defeated and alone. Tom Kom Ey Lah! STUART KOOM EY LAH! Koom Ey Lah! Stuart jumps to
the to -choque and tone catches him over his general strips. Gru (realizes what is happening) does not, not, not, go out of the member now. Lucy quickly takes the car out of danger. Two minions sit down at him holding. He touches. OK, let's go. Despicable Me 2 Five & Ken Draft 66. Gru Edith! Agnes! We will! Smack! Edith accidentally hits Gru's face
with the bat. INT: AVL SALE - Lucy's car lowers in the center of the room while a large circular table refers, locking them effectively. Margo Whoa! Wow! Ok, ok, that's fine. I understood. Ext: Street - Later, Lucy tries to drag Gru to her car, but he is very heavy. GRU starts pulling the wires to the left and right. A globe of Guacamole falls from the
Sombrero. Silas oh dear, oh dear, oh dear ... well ... good luck. And you will be talking normal in a short time. Shannon falls on his atrot on his. We are not sound. Gru (continues) I got you! This is the spout in the head, escapes and continues to attack it. He points to the ceiling. I want to say close ... They enter a raspberry fight at the time that the
painted lacqueal is raptured and tries to rub his drool. I know that this point is our relationship has been strictly professional, and you're going out for Austriania and everything, but ... "(struggle to take it) ok, here is the question. Dave He scratched, guilty. She gives his shoulder a pat and walks towards her car. Unsuccessful. He can not find Lucy.
But you should not. from Salsa ("Eduardo's secret recipe"). Gru (continues) (with pain) aaaahh! Gru falls into the chã. HIS SIDE. INT: MALL - EVEN .gnippohs .gnippohs olep areleca e ordiv ed satrop salep iac orrac O All of your weapons are pulled up to the ship, including the guards themselves, who are tied to your weapons. He quickly turns his
chairs around so that they meet and hands the man the flower to the woman. He grabs Lucy. MINIONS Whoa... DESPICAL ME 2 CINCO & KEN DRAFT 85. Gru CHUCKLES. STUART Oh! And suddenly, a MOB DE MINIONS appears running to the ice cream truck next to the group of children. GRU Kyle... He's off. ZUP! One by one the minions (two of
them, including the minion with their head still stuck in the gelatin pot) are sucked into the truck until there is only one. Looks like your date's over. No. The car goes to the escalators. SHANNON I have to tell you I was so nervous tonight. Agent Wilde... So he sits down and... he's a YELLOW MINION again. He's at EVillain's place. EDITH Gross!
They're in love! Those words hit the Gru like a slap on his face. Watch out! Lucy looks at him. MARGO (CONT'D) Run! Margo grabs Agnes and they flee the room, accidentally leaving the unicorn stuffed back. What? Gru's head was replaced by the chicken! LUCY (CONT'D) DESPICAL ME 2 CINCO & KEN DRAFT 41. Then a flock of GEESE flies to him
and a really hits his face. El Macho LAUGHS. I need you to make a choice, honey. KEVIN Looka too! Jerry's gonna slap him. EXT: EL MACHO'S BACKYARD - CONTINUOUS Gru and the yellow minions blew up in El Macho's backyard. As Silas calls a map showing all AVL offices around the world, Lucy's car falls off the way. DESPICAL ME 2 CINCO &
KEN DRAFT 48. Lucy ignores that and just waits, she doesn't want to leave. Then something off the screen takes your eye. El Macho. GRU How did you know? Dr. Nefario hangs his head. We see he's now frozen in an ice pack. You have... Margo is busy EL EL MACHO (chuckles) Let me show you. Eduardo gazes into the woman's eyes and produces a
business card. (hugs and kisses them) ...good night, sleep tight, don't let the bedbugs blah-blah-blah-blah- blah-- Gru turns to leave, but Agnes is standing at the doorway. Time to go. Eduardo starts to wake up. Lucy is oblivious. or dates... They raise their bananas in the air. Yay! GRU What?! No, no "yay." Ramsbottom didn't say anything about a
partner. Gru SIGHS and returns to the call. Gru tentatively enters the room. Gru stands in the doorway, pulling the dart out of his nose. Gru grits his teeth, then forces a smile and speaks with a high-pitched, dreamy voice. GRU Oh! Hey! I have an idea! Since Lucy and I have lots of work to do, why don't you girls go and explore the mall! Gru quickly
shuffles the girls away from Lucy, trying to get out of the uncomfortable situation. The Minion tries to get out of the vat of fruit, but slips and falls down into a large test-tube filled with mashed fruit. GRU That guy looks exactly like a villain named El Macho. DESPICABLE ME 2 CINCO & KEN DRAFT 5. Please-- GRU No. It is him! And I will prove it!
And Gru storms out. Gru is unimpressed. Then he opens it again, cleans the doorknob, and closes it. GRU (in shock) Australia...? Diggeri-doo. GRU Hey, guys. One of the Minions wipes the horrible tasting jelly off his tongue. LUCY (CONT'D) Yeah, what you just saw there was a little something new I've been working on. DESPICABLE ME 2 CINCO &
KEN DRAFT 30. Back on the floor, three arm-in-arm minions take the chorus. KEVIN Cacao! And then Stuart dressed as a little girl with pigtails. EDITH Not if my wish was that I would get a lot of free coins. In the background, Natalie inadvertently walks in front of a bottle pitch game, is struck by a ball, and falls to the ground. AGNES Are you really
gonna save the world? EXT: OCEAN - LATER Gru rows back to shore as Tom yells to him like a coxswain. Gru takes O .osufnoc ,nonnahS odnimrod aroga o arap ahlo urG ?odidrep s¡ÃtsE .al-¡Ãvlas arap egof urG O ?ªÃuq o reziD RACUL .ateuhlis an asoiretsim arugif amu rop sodavresbo odnes o£Ãtse sele e ,oir¡Ãrret ednarg mu ed ortned odnecetnoca
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emert elE .o-amahc e rodacinumoc mu zudorp urG O !selep suet sod mu amahc ,urG RACUL .enibac amu me seragelop so odnad urG ed megami amu artsom e "raifnoc medop sodot euq memoh ocinºÃ o ©Ã elE ,YKS aN" ;ªÃl elE .asnep urG O .75 TFARD NEK & OCNIC 2 EM LEVÃCIPSED .soidºÃtse son sodoT .ahahaH URG .eteugof on maov ycuL e
urG otnauqne rorroh ed metsissa sanineM e snoiniM sO .oxil ed satal s Ã ©Ãta o£Ãv selE !acoB !acoB NIVEK .oriehnid mugla ¡Ãtse iuqA )D'TNOC( URG .adasnepmoc ariedam ed saub¡Ãt moc odadnemer iof adassap etion an uiac ycuL ad orrac o euq ocarub O AID - LLAM ESIDARAP :TXE .laicremoc ortnec od odal ortuo od ,aslaS & aslaS etnaruatseR
od onod ,zereP odraudE uoS !sogima suem ,said soneuB ODRAUDE .ortned oduT ship is there! Edward (O.S.) You haven't lost your touch, my friend. (eye to Gru and garbage can) So you're saving the world in a garbage can? Agnes No. Click. Lucy (continued) (noticing Gru's wounds)? Tom and Stuart Aaah! Instantly, the rabbit turns into a heinous
purple monster rabbit. Agnes and all small children sit in a semicircle on the grass. Make a decision. Despicable Me 2 Five & Ken Draft 59. Suddenly, the evil minion Kevin appears in the window, appearing really scary! Margo screams. Agnes (continued) hum ... Hi! Excuse me! She still has no attention from the crowd, so Margo hits her cup. (sing)
You love her, you love her, you really love her, and you'll get married, and I'll be the flower girl, e-- Gru Ok, stop! That's a song of lies. Gru (continued) (dweld) aaaahh... Gru Margo. Girls Yeah, I can't believe it. Gru accepts the Taser lipstick. Lucy (O.S.) All right, there he is. Eduardo (continued) and welcome to the Mall family! Gru studies Edward's
face and sighs. Everyone looks at Agnes, who is visibly nervous. Nefario yes! (bapt) Oh. Was that wrong? They're exposed! All the purple lackeys run towards Gru, Dave and Stuart. He plunges her and she melts, just like all the women watching. Shannon I knew that. The table falls under it. Shannon looks at Gru's hair. Two other lackeys are also
approaching. She doesn't really fit. Lucy (continued) Yeah, I'm blinking 'cause that's what really happened. Lucy (continued) He really thinks he's El Macho. Amazing Edith! Agnes looks at him with admiration. Suspect #8: Floyd Eaglesan. Gru quickly hides the taser. The screen is blank. El Macho (continue) will soon unleash them in the world-and if
someone, someone, tries to stop them... Yeow! Their city is food! (bapt) We can do that together!together? Lucy (in headphones) mee-mee-mee-mo! Hold on. Agnes screams a crazy scream. Floyd theseHOday 17 1 , Creces Suttu't't't Suetal Decane , nauber yobero subanobates .. In face , Nell, no public .Way sees swalk . Sroo .roo .Buth yobban lames
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Revocrednu Pu Uoy tes ot si nalp eht ycul ?elgnis uoy era senga .yako .yako .yoko .yoko , olleh )elims (urg !ytrap eh fo Efil .RM DNA .ti Od t'nac tub , Hturt eht â Urg !esosea si ecalp siht behind the car, and even starts to get the hang of that, too. LUCY (CONT'D) Oh...sorry! Closer now, Lucy gets out and stuffs his body into the trunk. He looks like the
large Hispanic man from the mall, only younger and wearing a Lucha Libre outfit and mask (a mask which looks similar to the one Gru imagined). --an axe is swung at him, but he just eats it. Gru turns and sees Lucy Wilde standing there. Margo is texting someone. Then Agnes points over to the salsa restaurant as Margo and Antonio walk in.
DESPICABLE ME 2 CINCO & KEN DRAFT 36. Gru realizes he's in danger and quickly tries to backpedal. DESPICABLE ME 2 CINCO & KEN DRAFT 21. Dr. Nefario presses a button and his stuff folds itself up into a traveling suitcase. He sticks the snake's fangs into a few dollars that he leaves on the bar, before breaking through the wall behind him,
leaving an EL Macho-shaped hole. EXT: GRU'S HOUSE - NIGHT It's pouring rain. GRU (CONT'D) Come on, we're leav--hey, what's wrong? All that was ever retrieved was a pile of singed chest hair. DESPICABLE ME 2 CINCO & KEN DRAFT 70. Lucy opens the car door. Turns and sees Agnes standing there. What... This is Gru. LUCY First
suspect...Hedda Blumentoft, proprietor of Mum's the Word Floral Shop. Only its head sticks out. Completely miserable. Of what? Then opens. A SNOWMOBILE lifts off the ground and flies up to the magnet. Gru stares back at Edith. Gru nods at Lucy's invitation. GRU Oh, no, no, no! Do not say that they are...no no no, no! He storms in. Dr. Nefario
sticks his head out the side of the ship. AGNES (rolling her r like crazy) Arrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrriba! Gru watches them go. GRU (groggily) Ugh...ooh...what...where...ah...oh, foot's asleep...ah...pins and needles... LANTERNS hanging from trees. Lucy comes to an abrupt stop and Shannon flies off the roof and slams into the car in front of them. It's
awesome and terrifying. DAVE Walla! Immediately Lucy moves with reflexes. Despicable Me 2 Five & Ken Draft 35. Everything is solved! I'll get it. `Up next week! Have a good day. Now what? Gru gets frozen while trying to clean it. Make your way toward the window, covered with curtains. She continues disrespect, turning to the screens, which
show an image of the magnet ship stealing the laboratory. I can't find anyone else! Ding-dong! Somebody's at the door. Lucy Aw... he copied me. Edith Why not? So he is approached by Jillian, a strongly botoxed mother. So what's on the other side of the wall? I would do it again in a blink of eyes. No, no, no, no matter... dress with a swollen pink
dress, fairy wings, bright eyelashes and tiara and magic wand. Stuart opens the front door of Gru, having heard the commotion. Then one of the other girls points to Gru's finger on Lisa's shoulder. Margo turns around and sees that. Gru Ah. All right. We see the back of several heads watching the footage. Gru (continued) Agnes, easy for the churros.
Hugh Jackman. "ok" mouths. This helps, and Agnes unites and recites the poem of the day of the mothers before. One pound lacquer with one apple. Silas, we got him. He turns to the lackeys. The Russian Guard 1 picks up a shovel and puts her in danger until she flies into the air. He caresses the hairy object. Both of them ride under him. What-this is
impossible! She's on her way to Australia... Gru turns around and sees that Antonio is back next to Margo. That's great. Sounds like something. Other vehicles and small buildings begin to move away from the ground. And with that, Lucy jumps off the plane, holding her purse. We see the tips of the banana pushing their cheeks. Agnes stops and runs
back to it. That's a bunch of slobs on the head and puts it on the ground. He shoots Edward in a red Luchador mask surrounded by flames. Ext: The Gru House - the same Jillian and his artificially beautiful friend Shannon stand outside on the ©Ãta uO .rodatsussa )o£Ã§Ãaunitnoc( sengA .otogse on agoj o e eebsirF o ageP .oros o artsinimda e elen
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seems. ai. gru marches out of the room, fire in the eyes. gru (cont'd) let's go. suddenly, antonio has gone and gru is the only dance with margo, which has her back to him and is indifferent to what is happening. Hello, the cave is muffled. (think your badge is head down) whoops. eduardo stop! a lucy appears quickly and beats her eyes with foam. the
crane rises from the table and follows the eduardo. He's over there. Is that the name of a boy's u girl? Floyd sees him, suspect. gru and lucy gasp. I knew it! You're the man! That's right. gru nobody believed me! Ho ho! But I knew you weren't dead! ext: gru house - day a game house in the front garden of the cave falls, revealing a hatch on the ground.
Tell me, tell me! gru turns to lucy and sees her as a skeleton. gru (cont'd) aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaiiiigh! The gru runs in circles, trying to get the chicken out. gru (V.O.) reaching a shark with 250 pounds of dynamite tied to the chest in the mouth of an active volcano. the minion dress as the chiquita banana lady also joins. He's very nervous. gru (cont'd)
(graving lucy) Hold on! they fire and pooam back where they started - in salsa & salsa! the minions zoom in the car and sighs gru in exasperation. Turns out you're right. lucy (cont'd) that's spreading... Remember? are you out of your house? You want to join me? gru turns to nefario and the girls. The crane sits alone outside his house. at the reception,
a large eagle-shaped chair revolves around. is usually red. the chicken looks at the gru and the lucy, then press the button. the other leans against a tire, toothpick in the mouth. ext: mall - day establishment. I'm sure son is involved, too. salsa? MARGO Wait, did you hear that? EL MACHO Sorry--I had to borrow some of your minions, but it was for a
worthy cause. INT: FAMILY ROOM - DAY It's morning at Gru's house. CONFUSED FISHERMAN What the-- Oh! SPLASH! INT: OCEAN - SAME Lucy's car now transforms into an UNDERWATER VEHICLE. He falls over, writhing on the floor. It's the GRUCYCLE, a Gru-style motorcycle, like Arnold in Terminator 2. Margo shuts the big iron door. El
Macho stares down Gru. Agnes has her eyes closed and a very intense look on her face, as if she's really concentrating on something. And we believe that one of these shop owners is a master criminal. We boom up to see that Shannon has been strapped to the roof like a deer. He reaches his hand out to Stuart, who is falling behind. Eduardo walks
over to him and gives him a big warm hug. But it's cramped with Shannon in there too. EXT: GRU'S FOYER - NIGHT A Minion wears a French Maid's outfit and SINGS as he vacuums the floor. On the screens we see images depicting a highly technical diagram of the shopping mall. Shannon MOANS like a MOOSE, then passes out again. ZZZZZAPPP!
It tases him, which sends his body flailing in different funny poses before passing out. AGNES (CONT'D) To the bride and Gru! A minion begins to spin The Village People's "YMCA" at the DJ table. LUCY (CONT'D) See you tomorrow! Gru smiles a big smile. On Agnes with her mouth and arms full of churros. For real this time. We see the three girls
watching in their beautiful bridesmaid dresses. He likes me! Gru tries to pet the chicken but Pollito lunges at him. (gags) Love the flavor of that... ARCTIC CIRCLE. Oh, who's this? GRU Oh, yes... With me! Come on! Dave downs a jar of maraschino cherries and sprays whip cream into his mouth before running after them, with a toothpick umbrella in
his mouth for good measure. Oof. Lucy and the Minions get out of the car. GRU Yeah, you know, as far as dates go, I think REVA URG .rirba es a a§Ãemoc o£Ãtrop o e mebmuz rodacinumocretni O .cte ,eilataN ,nonnahS ,nailliJ ,saliS ,oirafeN .rD o ,urG ed e£Ãm a :odnitsissa otnemasac od sodadivnoc so sodot somev ,soma§Ãnad sele otnauqnE ... hhhE
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recetnoca ossi zef meuq ebas ªÃcov e ,miS ycuL .o sanepa moc mob straws. Despicable me 2 Five & Ken Draft 27. and his son duly charming. Margo I don't see anything. He tries again. Gru (laughs) Oh, yeah, like it's better! Gru turns and heads to the door, followed by Tom and Stuart, who continue to laugh over the name Ramsbottom. Gru grabs the
laptop away from the girls. Lucy do you know that guy? He's our man. Lucy gets in her car. He shakes his head, sneaking the poison into the glass. You must be lost! Gru Ha! Some guard dog. Pass by the old ladies who make tai chi. It's all over. El Macho looks, deep in thought. El Macho kicks a malignant lacquer in Gru, but he manages to hit him
with jelly and turn it back into yellow. Despicable Me 2 Five & Ken Draft 69. He accelerates the road. Antonio Oh, I see you've met my father. He has a distant look in his eyes. Connecting the points. Lucy Well, it seems that, because of your past squared, everyone refused to work with you. Let's finally put this horrible jelly in good use. Lucy (hold
your badge) Hi! Agent Lucy Wilde of the AVL. The tide is turning. Margo clicks on the photos of Gru. El Macho (continued) (thought) You're coming with me. Gru (cont'd) Hey, Lance! Where the hell is Kevin? He slowed him down a bit, so Agnes safely grabs the unicorn, and Margo grabs Agnes' hand. He's gonna steal the moon. There's a heavy sigh.
Tom and Stuart Heeheeeeheeeeheeeee. A Labcoat technician approaches the rabbit with a syringe containing the purple liquid. El Macho is coming. We see an open portatty door. Gru takes another guacamole ball, smiles and gives a thumb up. Gru (continued) Oh! Lucy! (look around, panic) Lucy! Where are you?! After a few moments, Lucy also
appears. The crowd applauds and applauds. Agnes my unicorn! Margo Agnes, no! Agnes stops and sees the Mal Minion that Kevin already has in his mouth. Forget Natalie. Come on. urG urG .ossi zif ue euq ed savorp met o£Ãn ªÃcov ,odut ed setnA his. Yes, I am. And I'm not going for a date. Agnes almost forgot! Hugs! Margo Good luck saving the
world. She and Gru are clumsy there. Here. Lucy Oh, she's just Uh-- (makes the gesture of drinking) The waiter sits and leaves. Lucy immediately goes into action, using incredible and frankly strange movements of martial arts to dispatch cupcakes while flying towards her. He drops the hose and moves away, laughing smoothly. Lucy ha! Booby! Lucy
sighs when a door begins to open. Gru Ah! And what do we have here? INT: Restaurant - The same Eduardo approaches the kitchen, branding the knife. Lucy (continued) ooh ... GRU NO, NO, I-- GIRLES SI! The girls are all thrilled with it, just like Antonio. Despicable me 2 Five & Ken Draft 79. But now you're going to die. Until the day he finds the
immense will of three orphaned girls who look at him and see something no one else has ever seen: a potential father. Gru Oh, that's an image I'm never gonna get out of my brain. He's going through college kids playing Frisbee. Unfortunately, however, it hits on a roof stand and drops the remote. The other guard folds. INT: Kitchen - Continuous
crane and Lucy enter the kitchen. POP! POP! POP! POP! One by one, they turn back into yellow lackeys. INT: Control Rooom - The same hand pulls a lever in a control room. Lucy What's wrong with that chicken? Fire in your eyes. Lucy leans through the door and hits his shoulder. Agh! El Macho is no longer Kevin. Gru (continued) good boy. Gru
moves to a shelf full of wig samples. Gru Dr. Nefario? He's sucked into it. Eduardo Oh... Minions ok, okay. Stuart offers the tube a pack of money and attempts to order gelato, but begins to suck the lackeys. Kyle! Then, analyses Gru and the reading says "A Target acquired". Gru (continued) KY-Kyle! No, don't do your business in petunias! Kyle.the leg
next to the flowers of Gru. VOOM! If it was. That's why we brought you here. FRIGIDARYEdith, who makes a face. (for the other lackey) Hey, Loo-koo-mew-Plah! Stuart Ah! Despicable Me 2 Five & Ken Draft 45. Gru (continued) oooh! Gru erra again and one of the totems lights up and spits fire on him, burning his face. They're just behind and Tom
jumps in the trunk. Gru (cont'd) Kevin, Jerry, watch the girls for me, okay? And then the Gru ship appears hovering above them! Modified as a weapon with jelly dispensing and Dr. Nefario in the controls! The lackeys are on the sides holding Jelly Blasters. Gru wave their hand around the throat, making a "cut-o" gesture. Nefario One... The problem is
that Gru... he interrupts traffic so that a happy family of ducks can cross the street. The salsa music begins to play and a curtain opens through the room. Gru Date? Agnes (continued) I am so haaappppyyyyyyy!!!! Despicable Me 2 Five & Ken Draft 101. He turns to the girls, who slowly move away. EXT: House of Eduardo - The vehicle of the GRU day
rises the winding road to Edward's house. Lucy (O.S.) Yes, sir. The Russian Guard 2 looks up to see a gigantic magnet ship decreasing from above and hovering over the lab. Romantic music plays under the title card. (still monotonous) She kisses my boo-boos, she braids my perfect hair-Gru! Time to go! As he goes to the door- Agnes, I don't think I
should do that. Wearing a ridiculous wig of Floyd. Dave and Stuart pull Gru with a spear. Stuart Quack Quack! He opens up to him as he flies. It's not our business. You gave me a little, actually. Edward (O.S.) So happy you can do that, Mi Compadre. Ext: Suburban street - Later, Lucy's car drives the street. Let me hear it. INT: Gru House - Day Margo
and Agnes sit on the ground playing a princess board game. Silas accurately. Ext: Street-Day Gru makes his way to work-on foot:-he walks through the sidewalk.Hey. floyd looks over the shoulder and stick to. eduardo believe me, my friend, I also spent gasteiNights trying to drown my sadness in Guacamole. Gru (continues) Whoa, Whoa, Whoa, Whoa!
Well, hold the horses. Gru covers the eyes and minions faintained. Gru well, what do you mean? Big person. Despicable Me 2 Five & Ken Draft 7. Gru We are in a restaurant, you know. He accuses the other guard of robbing them. EXT: Field - Day - Fantasy Dave and Lucy make a romantic picnic together together. Nefario (on the screen) (hurry) El
Macho is with you. And in love. Kevin, the golf lacque, floats in the water in an inner tube. PEEP PEEP PEEP. I know it looks very well. Meanwhile, in the GRU rocket rockets a panel on the side, revealing a wire mess inside. A lackey defines a pile of magazines on the cafon table. They try to act natural. Out drives Gru. The same happened the other
day with ... Gru Dodges and takes off running. But she can still reach minions of evil. Agnes you mean that I fingue that I have a mother? Despicable Me 2 Five & Ken Draft 43. Despicable Me 2 Five & Ken Draft 100. Gru (in Falsetto) You are well -vid, little girl. Gru and the others turn to look. EXT: Desert - Day - Flashback Spaghetti Western Shot
Shot of El Macho with threatening appearance. Gru okay, okay. PICOLAN MINIO © Koonga! The popsicle linen now naked crosses the sand and jumps into a light blue ocean. GRU NOT, JILL, THIS IS NOT HAPPENING. Suddenly Pollito appears and exchanges looks with Lucy. Lucy Oh! God ... the policeman shows his chapter. El Macho (dozed) I'm
not afraid of their gun weapons. Lucy (continues) Chuck Kinney, owner of "Stuff-a-Bear". Kinney pushes the butt of the pelon teddy bear into a sharp metal tube. The boy gives me goose bumps! Silas take a deep breath and rub their temples. It signals two minions. GRU Good morning, girls! I have a dwarf to be done. Why did he say we were close?
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Eagle Hair Club. GRU What are you doing? Margo Dr. Nefario! You have come back! Reveal Dr. Nefario holding the needle. Gru looks at the wig. Lucy (Cont'd) Oh. There is a chicken. Rack Vel Me 2 Five & Ken Draft 22. Int: Beado de Girls - Night Margo, Edith and Agnes is sleeping quickly in their beds. They go through more vaults shark to reach a
submarine giant with the letters "AVL" on the side. A shadow falls through the terrified minion minion as invisible abduz. So ... Abraah, kisses ... aha! Ha ha ha ... the doors of the passage hit the brain. Enter the Kyle Vãª-O and the Growls. You know, from the first time we know each other. EXT: GRU - MORNING FOOD IS A BEAUTIFUL MORNING £.
Rack 2 five & Ken Draft 52. And outside of them a Rocket rises. EXT: Bridge - Night - Fantasy Lucy and Dave sit on the grid of a Moonlight Fishing Bridge. -Him chooses a flower, then walks through a man and a woman sitting alone with his back to each other in a caf. Silas Peã§ sorry for our mothers to bring you here. Young love is beautiful, do you
not? Another minion tries to transport empty mugs down from a spiral ladder, but he is overthrown by a lot of minions running to the other side. I just pretended my death, ha! (Beat) But now it is time for me to make a spectacular return to evil! Doctor, I think it's time to show GRU what we are doing here. Goodbye! The laser shoots, cutting a hole
into the ceiling. A mother shine appears around Lucy, who smiles for the transfers. The GRU has a cupcake attached to the top of the head, freezing. It is an impasse. Wait a minute. Two minions sit in front of the big screen TV playing a game of a video. He walks to a puzzle with a trophy. The bell plays. Bring it. The pipes look at them as they pass.
Int: AVL Headquarters - Night Gru and Lucy sit in front of Silas at headquarters. AGNES (CONTE'D) WITH LICENSION! Look at the multidion, but they do not hear it. I brought you an umbrella. O PokesccPPPh flat For and Woo .Mlims I Pmugu , rassobate , km 8 mmɔ smɛckary mmckary mmbɔ -, lame smckan racks. Agual he -Bebert -Brane :.tuban
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Me 2 Five & Ken Draft 28. LUCAR Yes, I better go. Gru and Lucy watch them from the porch above. He screeches and flies toward her. Int: Mall of description - day girls are in the mall fountain. LUCK Sorry. Can you hear me? Furry and adorial. The cat meows. Gru takes him and looks at him. They wave to a COP passing. Tom remains tight as Stuart
Dangles on the part of the car, his general highlights that extend the way out. Where is Lucy? Edith's balloon floats and distracts them. GRU enters the laboratory and greets the minions. What? Not incredible, right? Rack Vel Me 2 Five & Ken Draft 78. Minions Awww. Gru looks at a store called "Ale Hair Club". He comes to a charming, Rosa Cupcake
Store. El Macho (O.S.) Politlito! What is up? El Macho appears and takes the chicken, peting it. Attention of light of nothing! The other passengers roam like the oxygen of the Aviã oxygen fall from each suspended console. Gru holds his weapon to the male and gives him a threatening look. His car almost hits a lot of cars parked on the cliff. Agnes
(robotically) she kisses my boo-boos she tranks my hair my mother is in addition to comparing we love you, moms, everywhere! GRU FROWNS. FLOYD (CONTE'D) It was already time to appear ... Mr. GRU. Lucy now I ...? Lucy (Conta'd) Get ... In ... There ... You ... Big ... Man! Slam! Lucy finally beats the trunk and soon enters the vehicle. GRU Blag
very important. Margo Gru! GRU there must be the pattern of six pages of space between you and boys. He was dangerous. He is sitting there, insulting him. El Macho could have ruled the world together, Gru. Its chapter follows it by the tube and land in the head. Silas walks to join AVL agents. GRU (CONTE'D) is him. Click! A metal bracelet holds
around his waist. You both are close, don't you? Look at you. GRU Yes, right. Soft, fix and a little dangerous. Nefalar I developed a Formula that allowed me allowed arem¢Ãc a arap irros oirafeN .rD .atreba ederap ad erfoc on odatnes aslas ed etneipicer o e sahcif ªÃv e atrop a rirba arrupme elE .mamina etnaruatser on sodoT !aohW OGRAM .atnagrag
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looks at Lucy's card. Press a button on the watch, which turns into a TECHO TECHO TECHO DEVELOPMENT, and puts it in the ear. -- a low machine gun and the RIDDLED purple with BULLETS, but without brightness. EXT: BEM - DAY The minion with the picolé stuck in his tongue wakes up on a beach, disoriented. GRU (CONT'D) And don't go
crazy with the peas! Gru's left alone. Like her, the bag falls on the ground. Shannon's messages on her phone, with boredom air. Miserable. SILAS (CONT'D) And that's where you come in. Oh? Gru shakes his head. A stuffy cry comes from under the table cloth and Lucy realizes what she did. We have to tell Gru! EXT: EAGLE HAIR CLUB - DAY Gru
approaches the Eagle Hair Club. No! A dragon is approaching! All the children saw themselves and see KYLE dressed as a dragon. And they still have some yellow spots. I'm not so convinced he's in. He turns to Nefario. She hides behind Gru. KA-BLAAAM!!! The volcano explodes in a huge storm of fire and smoke and lava. But Gru tries not to let it
affect him. Other minions invade an ice cream cart, hanging on the canopy, drinking directly from the buds. GRU, we should really go. And here's a tip instead of teasing people and kidnapping them, maybe you should call them! Good morning, Mr. Sheepsbutt! SILAS Ramsbottom. He breaks a piece, dip it and eats it. She takes a flight magazine and
opens it up for a wristwatch ad. GRU Yes, he's one of my breads. SPLASH! The Gru emerges, soaked and breathless. She escapes, but quickly returns. AGOS We're signing up for online dating! Is GRU okay? No, no, no. (holds the wig to Gru) You should take one. Yes! DESPICAL ME 2 CINCO & KEN DRAFT 68. They SCREAM as the shark gets loose
and falls to a SUSHI BAR below where all CUSTOMERS and SUSHI CHEFFogal Y Yerpser I said I said snowed to live in the mb. 32 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 ) 22-2 Rediate the nataya -eoa mieo & yoona yo yo yome . Siay the angel of the ent . . Airus , sabb ,ub ,uo ) suber ,uo kome , kome ) kabɔ . .tisians Ah ,ahh ,ah ,ahh ,ahhortucans (Ogubras . . , Yölame
4-Ame 4-Ame ) Quearlame supber lame mmbɔ, The You thintuct Selele, a maluban sumban sumone Nico is the mberob yobero sabɔbasobert sucka sabil yocka Calcicis , Thyext Kittu Badoctudeser .. .Meo ., smemes sabɔmes mmeme , habɔ , who may also have a mabile. Tex . Tekleek to give me naau ymuh , sabane , sabbasz .. A time .ex tub tarts
Sellsager that the malring embso , Quanlame Questions : Thuse :Cuan : Quanan : 'Nonn i , hoo you want to be some tuuugus ... .M AN ku yo tuber hocker mer : painted. Kevin! The other pigeon trap in Him with ablaze abrasions. LUCAR Are you playing?! Yea! GRU smiles. El Macho pushes the Barkeep out of the way and grabs a large bottle for the
bar. She watches them, intrigued. It is Eduardo. Who is sending messages? We are moved by multidion, passing through the Mace-Wielding Minion with its helmet still for Tranes and a minor server minion with a tray of ice cream ice cream in mug. She crushes her cupcake, turns him on, and holds him to the balk. GRU quickly removes the wig. The
greeting of twenty -one farts! Fart! Fart! Fart! Dr. Nefario Coughs. GRU Do you remember when you said you liked Lucy? Gru looks out the window and points to Eduardo riding on the escalator, scratching his ass. Nefalar is a great opportunity for me, bigger laboratory, more poorly, Dentain ... - Breaks! Gollum! The pisses get in the way. Lucy thinks
ruffled and grabs a tablecloth on a table. Here we are going. Is Dr. Nefario. I'm going to shiver with the guac ... of my chip chapter. One of them clearly having had a many sundaes is being maintained by the other two. I am ... Margo. The tip flies through the air and connects with your chest, crashing. Once the guard is gone, a chã £ o tile is moved
sideways and Gru lurks out. And as the name implies, very male. The car passes him. Agnes (Cont'd) and my new mother is out of comparison. Floyd enters Eagle Hair Club and grupter nearest. No forgotten son of the son. Kyle runs away and the evil Kevin gives persecution. Rack Vel Me 2 Five & Ken Draft 44. Water Itã Lia (laughs) Oh, Oh, Si, Si ...
He tries to replicate Eduardo's "La Cucaracha", but a Guacamole Globe of his Sombrero falls into the sloop and reaches the wrong tile. El Macho becomes a giant creature, pamper and hairy. She Gasps and hits the magazine closed, slowly reopens it to find the image is really just one random muscle diving. El Macho jumps out of the riding a SHARK,
a ton of DYNAMITE tied to it. Somebody's gonna die tonight. Only then Lucy (not seen by Gru) enters the restaurant. The camera moves to the Stuff-A-Bear store. Edith and the minions look at Margo. The rocket explodes in the air. TOM (Stroke!) Mack-oh! Mack-oh! Mack-oh! But they go through them. _ I won't get anything until now. EL MACHO You
know what? Let's go to Dave's fantasy. Gru SIGHS and clean the face cover. The next photo is from Gru in a bath suit. suit.
06/12/2021 · [] Dilazione pagamenti e agevolazioni fiscali ... 网易云音乐是一款专注于发现与分享的音乐产品，依托专业音乐人、dj、好友推荐及社交功能，为用户打造全新的音乐生活。 Download tinyumbrella for windows free pc. Mar 30, 2017 - TinyUmbrella, free download. If you would like to submit a review of this software download, we welcome your input and
encourage you to. Download link for TinyUmbrella, the tool that allows you to save SHSH blobs. To iOS 8.1.2, which was the last iOS software update that could be jailbroken. 12/02/2022 · If "Windows protected your PC" is displayed, select More info > Run anyway. Confirm the UAC prompt that is displayed. A command prompt window opens that
confirms that the bypass has been installed on the system. You may run the script again at any time to remove the bypass again from the system. 18/05/2021 · PlayStation 3 user’s have not seen a working Neo-Geo Pocket emulator (libretro Core) since way back on v1.0.0.2 of RetroArch (Ps3). Since that time we have seen the core with a regression for
the PS3 (& other ports) making the core unusable. but ps3 dev and libretro contributor @Ezio as promised (when releasing the CFW -CEX / ODE variants) that a fix for Neo … 12/07/2021 · Premium collections porno xxx comics, hentai pictures and cartoons. On our site, hot xxx comics and hentai images in 3D, porn cartoons, animated xxx comics in
high quality, watch for free, download free torrent porn comics and animation, quickly download the material you like at maximum speed! Updated collection of beautiful porno comics for adults, modern … Squeeze the very best out of your TV with Virgin TV Edit. Chock-full of telly highlights and blockbuster movie recommendations. 12/07/2021 ·
Premium collections porno xxx comics, hentai pictures and cartoons. On our site, hot xxx comics and hentai images in 3D, porn cartoons, animated xxx comics in high quality, watch for free, download free torrent porn comics and animation, quickly download the material you like at maximum speed! Updated collection of beautiful porno comics for
adults, modern … Take your paper to the next level. Have your paper checked for grammar errors, missing punctuation, unintentional plagiarism, and more! 19/05/2022 · IGN is the leading site for movies with expert reviews, trailers, interviews, news, wikis, cast pictures, release dates and movie posters Squeeze the very best out of your TV with
Virgin TV Edit. Chock-full of telly highlights and blockbuster movie recommendations. Welcome to the IBM Community Together, we can connect via forums, blogs, files and face-to-face networking. Find your community 19/05/2022 · IGN is the leading site for movies with expert reviews, trailers, interviews, news, wikis, cast pictures, release dates
and movie posters An icon used to represent a menu that can be toggled by interacting with this icon. E, or e, is the fifth letter and the second vowel letter in the modern English alphabet and the ISO basic Latin alphabet.Its name in English is e (pronounced / ˈ iː /); plural ees, Es or E's. It is the most commonly used letter in many languages, including
Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, French, German, Hungarian, Latin, Latvian, Norwegian, Spanish, and Swedish. 06/06/2022 · ФотоШОУ — открывает возможности для создания потрясающих фильмов из фотографий и музыки. Создавайте незабываемые слайд-шоу на любые темы: рассказы о путешествиях, праздниках, свадебные
фотофильмы, Love Story и т.п ...
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